
Revision Lecture

mainareas of nurse questions for the exam)
① Approximation of integrals (IBPs

, Laplace, most , MOSD)
② matched asymptotic expansions (singular perturbations,

BLs)
③ Method of multiple scales
① whis memod

(muchofMe initial part of thecourse 51-53 proudes the background
knowledge expertise lunderstanding to use these techniques ...

① Asymptive approximationof integrals
(1) Integrationby parts

N

=eg Mx) = jHdt = JUHAVHdt [UCIH
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evaluate-

wantmuch

need ultVIH smaller than

sensible as original

↓ t-> Integrand

hey pant- doesn't wanit contributions from limits dominate not integral.
↳ can somenes be fixed by unting egas !!= 1-1 >
- also doesn't wo it dominant contribution froman interior paint

↳ Does givean explicitenortem

But, generally quite limitedmapplicability

(11) replaces method I(x) + 1
"

file
**Mat as x+

& real
, continuous functions.

key point-dominant contribution from region where it largest

↳ sput into cases O maxe t=a
,

② max e += c - intenar print
③ max et = b



steps -dominant contribution from region around maxplt)
=> reduce domain of integration to around this region.

① expand +H , g(H using Taylor seres about Max

② rescal the integration vanable - to replace integration limits bya

Introducing only exponentially small errors

Todo-establish what small means-using Taylor expansion of of at max.

land need to consider whether eg & "(c) <0 or a" (c) = 0 - here need

offerent scaling)
-> should beable to confidently evaluate now big the errors are -quantity
them carefully and show they are small compared to the dominant

term Isee solution ter the 2023 paper).
-> should beable to write down solution fer general flt) and P(t).

As part ofthis ,
often use the Watson's Lemma !

If b = 0
,
menue also need fitletas

[(x) = 1! fite **
at (b>0 ( Ita fer some >0 so Integral also (

- converges at t= a

fitcts mth flirtdntBasttot somea+ + = 0

Then
, I MB AsThe

X (e y(t) = i4(t)

(111)Method ofstationary phase F(x)= ( f(t)eix4(
where 4H real

-

at

↳ purely imaginary
as X-X

= behaves v . differently

Daminant contributions to the integral from regions where y'ltl = 0 asthere

the Oscillations don't cancel.

will need the Remann lebesque Lemma : If Is If(tdt< - and4 itsly

differentiable for a t=b and not constant on any subinteral in
a = t= b then $f(Heixthdt +O as X-> 0.



Exemplar : ↑'(c) = 0 mth a< c> b and ↑(t) = 0 olw ,
with f(c) + 0 and 4"(t)-crdli) in a

neighbourhood of C.

-spitIntegral into three- main contribution from region aroundc , so

long as theIdelining the region of integration) is sensibly chosen.

Method-Taylor expand flt) ,4CH about c beconfidentwhere the

- change variables I approximationsare

made
,
and now big-use contour Integration

The errorsare

hey prints - enors only algebraically small (intaplace's method

They are exponentially small)
- very difficult to get higher order corrections - they come from the

entire regian integration. ILaprace- the rull asympton's

expansion here comes from the

local region only)

t CInMethod ofSteepest descents I(x1 = / +Hexat)dt XEIR

as X-0 C-contour in

thecomplex plane
INB replace's memod/method of stationary phase -special cases (

Key idea-deform to a new continuo which ImpLH) is pecewise constant and then evaluate

on these contours using Laplace's method

method - deferm contour to a unirictSteepest descent (v= constant) Contours
through the end points and any relevant saddle pants

- evaluate local coumbutions from saddles lend points using taprace.
r

could have deformed to ↑ S
.
t

. Rely) = constant to apply methodof

Stationary phase
-but we know that taplace's method is better

Note that since local contributions
often can save a M

dominate
,

we only need the tangents 3 Lotof time and generateallterms and tans
to the steepest descent paths to energy by noting this !

generate the asymptoneapproximations.
are exponentiallysmall.



( splitting the range of integration - Spit range ofIntegration

In order to use different approximations Ineach part.

② matched asymptot expansions -

Singlarpenurbation
problems where setting

method - determinescaling ofBLs Ezo reduces order of

landther location) the differentral equation .

-rescale independent vanableIn the BL

- and expansions In andoutsideo theBL

- determine the constants (matching + boundary conds..

↳ matching either via VanDyhe's matchingme,
⑪

a using an Intermediate variable that

Interpolates between the two(fer suitablechoice)

( Need to know when it might notwantool
③ Method of multiple scales - when thereare two or more lengthe time

scales in a differential equation

↳ anses throughdifferent processes having
theircun (dterent) timescales that

act simultaneously .

method-introduce multiple usually two fer the problems weconsider)

timescales
. eg t=+ and =It e- ~

scow
fast

-Turns and ODE Into a PDE

- Use an asymptotic expansion and check land suppress
secular terms

④ WKB memod-singular perturbationproblems thatdo not have BLs.

ig(x)/S
ht y(x)= e - Alxis)

~↓ will expand using anasymptomic expansion
donot expand p(x)


